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At least 7 dead, hundreds injured after quake rocks Taiwan
The U.S. Geological Survey said the 7.4-magnitude hit just before 8 a.m. local time. Officials are warning of aftershocks. 
Taiwan's worst earthquake in 25 years »
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Louisiana governor threatens scholarships over missed anthem
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Big delivery miss caps 'black eye' quarter for Tesla
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Trump sues Truth Social co-founders, says they're not entitled to stock shares
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House bill aims to rename D.C. airport after Trump
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Forbes releases its list of the world's billionaires
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Politics·Associated Press
2024 election live results: Connecticut, New York, Rhode Island and Wisconsin hold presidential primaries
Voters in four states weighed in Tuesday on their parties' presidential nominees, a largely symbolic vote now that both President Joe Biden and former President Donald Trump have locked up the Democratic and Republican nominations.  Biden and Trump are both expected to easily win primaries in Connecticut, New York, Rhode Island and Wisconsin and add to their delegate hauls for their party conventions this summer.  In particular, the tallies in Wisconsin, a pivotal November battleground, will giv
2 min read
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World·Yahoo News
7 World Central Kitchen aid workers were killed in Gaza. Why it matters, and what comes next.
Seven aid workers from World Central Kitchen were killed from an Israeli airstrike in Gaza on Monday. Here's why it matters and what comes next.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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US·Yahoo News
Eclipse weather forecast: Where you'll be able to see it — and where viewing could be difficult
Preliminary local forecasts in 13 states along the so-called path of totality show viewing the highly-anticipated celestial event may be a problem for some, less so for others.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Stock market today: Dow sinks nearly 400 points, yields rise to 2024 highs
Investors are growing gloomy about the chances the Fed will delay a rate cut until the second half of the year.
1 min read


 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Disney CEO Bob Iger, Nelson Peltz enter final days of proxy fight — here's what to know
Investors will soon learn whether Peltz has succeeded in his push to shake up Disney's board.
5 min read
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US·Yahoo News
Total solar eclipse 2024: When it is, where to watch along the path of totality, how to do it safely and more
Everything you need to know about the April 8 celestial event.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 35 best gift ideas for women, to treat her like the queen she is
Want a unique present for your wife, mom or bestie? She'll love these finds from Lululemon, Sephora, Anthropologie and beyond.
1 min read
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
20 best gifts for your wife that are sure to steal her heart
We have the perfect gift for your wife, whether you’re on a budget or looking to splurge.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Yahoo Life Shopping
The 22 best gifts for husbands who deserve to be spoiled
Bombas, Lululemon, Lodge and more: These picks are perfect for the partner who has it all.
1 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness Final Four: How to watch every game of the men and women's NCAA tournament
The madness continues this weekend with the NCAA tournament's Final Four games.
3 min read
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US·Yahoo Sports
Couple injured in Rashee Rice crash reportedly lawyers up: 'They're angry'
Rice reportedly owned the Corvette and leased the Lamborghini involved in the crash.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Point spreads for the Final Four semifinal games are historically high
The spreads for the national semifinal games are unprecedented.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Anthony Kim speaks at last: 'I played my whole career without a full deck'
In a LIV Golf-produced video, Anthony Kim talks about his way back to golf.
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
MLB Power Rankings: Dodgers and Braves looking as dominant as expected so far this season
The Orioles, Yankees and Rangers round out the top five of our inaugural 2024 power rankings.
11 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: Iowa's win over LSU draws 12.3M views to smash record for most-watched NCAAW game
LSU's win over Iowa in last year's NCAA title game was the previous record holder.
3 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Rajon Rondo, two-time NBA champion, announces retirement after 16 seasons
Rondo won NBA titles with the Boston Celtics and Los Angeles Lakers.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Duke's Cooper Flagg, Rutgers' Ace Bailey lead 8 players who impressed during McDonald's All American practices
Ahead of Tuesday night's McDonald's All American Game, Yahoo Sports breaks down eight players who have already made lasting impressions on NBA scouts.
8 min read
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US·Yahoo Sports
Kansas City ballot measure for new Royals stadium, Chiefs renovations fails hard at polls
The Royals are still looking for a new stadium.
3 min read
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Health·Yahoo Life
Can 4 common medications — Viagra, estrogen, a statin and an OTC painkiller — help you live longer? Here's what the latest research says.
Researchers found a link between these drugs and longevity. Doctors aren't so sure.
5 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Cooper Flagg and the East team edge Ace Bailey and the West in the 2024 McDonald's All-American Game
Flagg had a relatively quiet night as the East secured an 88-86 win Tuesday night.
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Teams that will shape the Draft: Could Cards, Chargers, Falcons trade picks with QB needy teams?
We continue our 'Teams that will shape the Draft' series by looking at three teams - Cardinals, Chargers, Falcons- in the top 10 who have a settled QB situation, but could play a major role in potentially trading with other teams who could be hunting for a rookie QB early. The Athletic's Robert Mays joins Matt Harmon to breakdown how these teams can best leverage their unique situations.
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Sports·The Maize And Blue Review
Former Michigan tight end announces transfer destination
In the middle of last season, Matthew Hibner made it known his intentions to transfer from Michigan at the end of the 2023 season. He stayed however, worked and supported his team in any way he was asked during Michigan's National Championship run.
1 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
What can we expect from Caitlin Clark and Angel Reese at the next level?
Clark is a near lock to go No. 1 overall in the WNBA Draft, but Reese’s draft picture and professional future — if she were to leave LSU — are much murkier.
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Business·Yahoo Finance
How much Americans think they need for retirement vs. what they actually have saved are miles apart
The "magic number" for retirement savings has swelled to an all-time high, but Americans are worried they won't reach it.
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
NASCAR official says Denny Hamlin could have been called for a restart violation if it was 'lap 10 or 50 or 300'
Elton Sawyer said the race winner "rolled early" on the final restart at Richmond.
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
UFC 300: Max Holloway has heard your concerns about his bout vs. Justin Gaethje, and he does not care
The former featherweight champion sees the BMF bout versus Justin Gaethje as an opportunity to prove himself once again and potentially alter the course of his career.
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Suns' Devin Booker drops 52 on Pelicans, matches incredible Wilt Chamberlain record
Booker's effort helped the Suns gain ground on the Pelicans in the playoffs, and allowed the Timberwolves to clinch a top-six playoff spot.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Larry Lucchino, Red Sox president during 3 World Series championships, dies at 78
Former Red Sox president Larry Lucchino, who helped lead the team to three World Series championship, died at 78.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Biggest 2024 NFL Draft need for every NFC team with Nate Tice | The Exempt List
Charles McDonald is joined by the great Nate Tice to determine the biggest need in the 2024 NFL Draft for every single NFC team. But first – Rashee Rice was reportedly involved in a racing-related crash over the weekend, prompting a discussion on players getting involved in things they shouldn't and why nearly everyone around Patrick Mahomes seems to be trying to make his life harder. In other news, NFL win totals for the 2024 season dropped last week, and Charles and Nate pick out a few that su
1 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Former Arizona Cardinals VP Terry McDonough awarded $3 million for defamation
Former Arizona Cardinals VP of player personnel Terry McDonough was awarded $3 million by an NFL arbitrator for defamation. McDonough was fired by the team in 2023.
2 min read
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Business·Yahoo Finance
The EV transition likely to take longer than the Biden administration would like: Toyota exec
Given the state of the electric vehicle transition in the US, EV-skeptic Toyota may be having the last laugh.
4 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Twins nearly lose Byron Buxton to Milwaukee sausage collision
Always look both ways before exiting the dugout.
2 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
WrestleMania 40: Perfect pivot led Dwayne 'The Rock' Johnson down a familiar WWE path
Eleven years after his last official match at WrestleMania, Dwayne “The Rock” Johnson finds himself in uncharted — yet somehow also familiar — territory.
5 min read
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Celebrity·Yahoo Canada Style
Nelly Furtado opens up about ADHD diagnosis, says it feels like a 'superpower'
The 45-year-old mother-of-three says having attention deficit/hyperactivity disorder is an asset when promoting music.
3 min read
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Business·Yahoo Finance
Housing's outsized role in the Fed's inflation problem: Morning Brief
Housing prices have been driving a gap between two key inflation readings.
3 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Celebrity·Yahoo TV
'FBI' star Missy Peregrym relates to her character's motherhood journey: 'I started with my career and have had to alter and grow as I have had children'
As Special Agent Maggie Bell, Missy Peregrym talks to Yahoo Entertainment about "exploring the more maternal side" of her character on CBS hit "FBI."
5 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Fantasy Baseball: So you drafted a team and the season started — now what?
Have a couple of fantasy baseball teams but are unsure how to keep them strong and winning now that the season has started? Don't worry — Scott Pianowski has your back.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
March Madness: How the shoe company influence has been neutralized
Did the confluence of NIL, the FBI and the transfer portal combine to finally break the decades-long stronghold Nike and Adidas had on college basketball?
7 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Final Four: With both teams still standing, UConn and NC State are in unpredecedented territory
2024 is the first time that two schools have both teams in the Final Four in the same season.
9 min read
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Sports·Yahoo Sports
Caleb Williams can be a fantasy football QB1 immediately
The presumed No. 1 pick in the 2024 NFL Draft is USC's Caleb Williams — we all know that. But what many might not know is that the rookie is set to change the record both for both fantasy and Chicago, says Andy Behrens.
5 min read
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Technology·Windows Central
AI safety researcher warns there's a  99.999999% probability AI will end humanity, but Elon Musk "conservatively" dwindles it down to 20% and says it should be explored more despite inevitable doom
Elon Musk indicated that "there's some chance that it will end humanity, further placing the likelihood of this happening between 10 and 20 percent.
3 min read
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Politics·CNN
Rep. Lauren Boebert underwent emergency surgery to remove blood clot in her leg
Rep. Lauren Boebert underwent emergency surgery for a blood clot in her leg and has been diagnosed with May-Thurner syndrome, the Colorado Republican announced Tuesday.
1 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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World·The Wrap
Jimmy Kimmel Calls USA ‘A Filthy and Disgusting Country’ After Trip to Japan: ‘The Whole Country Is Disneyland and We’re Living in Six Flags’ | Video
"I've been home 36 hours, I have never felt dirtier," the ABC host said upon his return Monday The post Jimmy Kimmel Calls USA ‘A Filthy and Disgusting Country’ After Trip to Japan: ‘The Whole Country Is Disneyland and We’re Living in Six Flags’ | Video appeared first on TheWrap.
2 min read
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Celebrity·Variety
Steve-O Says He Asked Bill Maher Not to Smoke During Interview Due to His 16 Years of Sobriety, Claims Maher Refused and Called It a ‘Dealbreaker’
Steve-O said on a recent episode of his “Wild Ride!” podcast that he had to turn down a request to appear on Bill Maher’s podcast because Maher allegedly refused not to smoke pot during the interview. “Jackass” alum Steve-O is 16 years sober. Maher is often seen smoking marijuana during his “Club Random” podcast interviews. …
2 min read
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Entertainment·BuzzFeed
People Are Totally Enraged After Seeing This Resurfaced Clip Of Emmy Rossum Talking About Filming This Brutal Nude Scene In "Shameless"
"I said to my boss, 'I really hope that scene is worth it because you are putting me through hell.'"
2 min read
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Sports·People
Caitlin Clark’s Boyfriend Celebrates Her March Madness Win with a Heart: ‘Out of Words for This 1’
Connor McCaffery, a former Iowa Hawkeye men's basketball player, has been dating Clark since August 2023
3 min read
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Celebrity·Us Weekly
Conjoined Twin Abby Hensel’s Husband Josh Bowling Hit With Paternity Suit Following 2021 Wedding
Conjoined twins Abby Hensel and Brittany Hensel have faced a lot of backlash since going public about Abby’s wedding — and now, her husband, Josh Bowling, is making headlines of his own. Us Weekly confirmed on Monday, April 1, that Josh’s ex-wife, Annica Bowling, filed a paternity suit in October 2023. Annica, 33, and Josh,
2 min read
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US·NBC News
Eight passengers stranded on African island after Norwegian cruise ship left without them
A dream cruise vacation has turned into a nightmare for eight passengers left stranded on the African island of São Tomé and Príncipe after their ship left without them because they were late to return from a private tour.
4 min read
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Politics·CNN
Special counsel blasts judge’s jury instruction request in Trump documents case
In perhaps prosecutors’ strongest rebuke yet to how Judge Aileen Cannon has handled the classified documents case against former President Donald Trump, special counsel Jack Smith said in court filings late Tuesday evening that the judge had ordered briefings based on a “fundamentally flawed” understanding of the case that has “no basis in law or fact.”
4 min read
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US·ABC News
Former high school wrestler subdues man who allegedly caused disturbance in a Subway restaurant
A former high school wrestler said he sprang into action during his lunch break after a man allegedly verbally and physically abused a Subway employee in Indianapolis.  Gabriel Pitzulo told ABC affiliate WRTV that he entered the E. Hanna Ave location for lunch on March 22, and saw a man throwing things at the employee behind the counter and spit on her.  The man, later identified by police as Daniel Saunders, 31, attempted to leave the store, but Pitzulo, a former high school wrestler and footba
1 min read
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World·Business Insider
Jimmy Kimmel says his trip to Japan last week made him realize that the US is a 'filthy and disgusting country'
"We are like hogs compared to the Japanese," Kimmel joked after returning from a seven-day trip to Japan.
3 min read
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Politics·CNN
How Trump’s greatest policy triumph could derail his bid to win back the White House
One-term presidents who fail to win a second term are usually doomed by their failures. So it would be ironic if Donald Trump’s bid is derailed by what is likely to be his most enduring policy achievement.
8 min read
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Lifestyle·CNN
They moved from the US to cook American food in deepest Italy. Here’s what happened
In Italy’s Calabria region, a couple has moved in from the US and opened a restaurant selling American food, going up against intense local culinary traditions.
7 min read
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Celebrity·SheKnows
Priscilla Presley Shares Rare Photo With Twin Granddaughters & They Look More Like Lisa Marie Presley Every Day
Yesterday, Priscilla Presley shared a belated photo from her family’s Easter celebration, and we can’t stop staring at her twin granddaughters. Which is an admittedly creepy thing to say about two 15-year-olds … but the girls are looking more and more like their late mom every day! Harper and Finley — daughters of Lisa Marie …
2 min read
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Celebrity·People
Michael Phelps' Wife Nicole Entertains 10-Week-Old Son Nico in Easter Bunny Ears: 'My Happy Place'
The boy mom shared a special moment with the youngest of her four sons
1 min read
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Celebrity·TheBlast
Harry And Meghan Allegedly Rejected Kate And William's Plea To Bring Their Kids To The UK
Prince William and Kate Middleton allegedly invited Prince Harry and Meghan Markle to bring their children to the UK.
5 min read
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US·Bradenton Herald
Driver sentenced to prison after drunken head-on crash with trooper during Skyway 10k
The driver’s defense attorney suggested an 8-month sentence, but the judge issued a much longer punishment.
7 min read
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US·WTVT
Weather in Tampa: Severe storms possible ahead of cold front
The weather in Tampa is expected to take a 180-degree turn between Tuesday and Wednesday as a cold front works its way into the Bay Area.  FOX 13 Meteorologist Jim Weber says Tuesday will be warm, humid, and breezy with temperatures in the 80s.  A weather system will be just north of the Bay Area around 9 a.m. and will sit above us around 3 p.m.
1 min read
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Lifestyle·BuzzFeed
"I Had To Pull The Car Over": People Are Sharing The Startling Things That Made Them Realize They're Officially Not Young Anymore
"At first, I thought, this couldn't possibly be right. But then I realized I'm 39, and it's absolutely possible."
6 min read
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Politics·CNN Business
Billionaire whose firm backed Trump’s $175 million bond reveals how the deal came together
Don Hankey, the chairman and majority shareholder of Knight Specialty Insurance, told CNN on Tuesday that the deal to underwrite former President Donald Trump’s $175 million bond in New York came together quickly and that Trump posted all cash as collateral.
2 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Seth Meyers Says This Trump Rant Might Be 'The Most Deranged Thing' He's Posted
"I hope you're ready for this, because it's insane," the "Late Night" host said of the former president's Easter message.
1 min read
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US·WOFL
Orlando Weather Forecast: Strong, damaging storms possible Wednesday in Central Florida
Wednesday will be a FOX 35 Storm Alert Day as strong, damaging storms are possible throughout Central Florida. Here is the latest forecast & timeline.
2 min read
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Sports·USA TODAY Sports
UConn vs. Iowa: Predictions and odds for Women's Final Four March Madness game
No. 1 seed Iowa faces No. 3 seed Uconn in the Final Four of Women's March Madness. Here are some predictions for Friday's game.
3 min read
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Lifestyle·Travel+Leisure
This Arizona City Was Just Named the Best Place to Retire for Healthcare, Low Crime Rates, and Perfect Weather
And it's also the spa capital of America.
2 min read
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Politics·The Daily Beast
Trump Posts Clip Flaming Judge’s Daughter—Hours After Gag Order Ruling
Eva Marie Uzcategui/ReutersJust hours after a New York judge expanded a gag order to stop Donald Trump from making nasty attacks against his daughter, the ex-president posted a clip to Truth Social on Tuesday in which the Fox News commentator Brian Kilmeade slammed her. Loren Merchan, who runs a political consulting firm that has worked with Democrats, has become the focal point of Trump’s attacks against her dad, Judge Juan Merchan, as part of a long-shot attempt to have him ousted as the judge
4 min read
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US·WFLA
Man held woman captive in Tampa Bay area, tortured her for months: deputies
Hillsborough County deputies rescued a kidnapping victim Monday after she was subjected to months of horrific abuse and torture, according to a release.
3 min read
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Opinion·The New Republic
Trump Completely Melts Down Over New Gag Order in Hush Money Trial
Well, well, well, if it isn’t the consequences of his own actions.
1 min read
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Business·Benzinga
Investors Paid $65,000 For A Deserted Florida Island. Now It's A Paradise Worth $14 Million
A vacant Florida island just off the coast of Tampa Bay known to generations as "Beer Can Island" has recently been listed for $14 million by a group of savvy investors who bought it for $65,000 in 2017. Beer Can Island's legal name is Pine Key, and it's composed of 9 acres in Hillsborough Bay about halfway between MacDill Air Force Base and Apollo Beach. Pine Key earned the moniker Beer Can Island because, for most of its existence, the island's only claim to fame was as an informal party spot
5 min read
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Entertainment·Digital Trends
If you have to watch one Netflix movie in April, stream this one
This classic crime film is just as good now as it was when it was first released. If you have to watch one Netflix movie this April, it should be this one.
3 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Newspaper Editor Tells Readers He Must Say Truth About Trump, Even If It Offends
Chris Quinn of the The Plain Dealer in Cleveland had some thoughtful and candid words for readers upset about the critical coverage of Trump.
2 min read
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Politics·HuffPost
Critics Jog Lara Trump's Memory After Her Claim About Father-In-Law's Presidency
The RNC co-chair made a misleading claim on Fox News about unemployment under Donald Trump.
2 min read
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Celebrity·Entertainment Weekly
“The View” censors Valerie Bertinelli twice during bizarre live interview
"Turkey? Is this turkey?" Joy Behar asked Bertinelli, who also came to the show with food. "Joy, I don't know," the actress responded.
2 min read
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Sports·BuzzFeed
23 Hilarious And Simply Perfect Tweets About Caitlin Clark, Angel Reese, And The Epic NCAA Women's Basketball Games Last Night
Hailey Van Lith shrugging after Caitlin Clark drained another 3-pointer is my new favorite reaction. I love them.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·Business Insider
My family of 4 ate at Olive Garden for the first time, and our $150 meal felt like an excellent value
We tried Olive Garden for the first time. My family agreed the chain had great food and portion sizes and was great value— we'll be back.
6 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Health·The Hill
Boebert undergoes emergency surgery for blood clot in leg
Rep. Lauren Boebert (R-Colo.) was admitted to a Colorado hospital Monday to undergo emergency surgery for a blood clot in her leg. Boebert was experiencing “severe swelling in her upper left leg” and went to UCHealth Medical Center of the Rockies in Loveland, Colorado. “I want to thank Dr. Rebecca Bade and the entire team…
1 min read
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US·IndyStar | The Indianapolis Star
Indiana solar eclipse forecasts are here. See the NWS predictions as of April 2
We're tracking weather forecasts for the day of the eclipse. Here's what experts are saying as of April 2.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Politics·Deseret News
Former House Speaker launches campaign to unseat lawmakers who removed him
What does that say about the Republican Party?
4 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Sports·USA TODAY Sports
2024 WNBA mock draft roundup: Predictions for Angel Reese, Caitlin Clark
Amid an exciting women's NCAA tournament, there's less than two weeks until the 2024 WNBA Draft. Here's how experts think the first round will go.
10 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Lifestyle·BuzzFeed
Tell Me A Boomer Opinion That Makes You Pause And Say, "They Have A Point"
Sometimes, boomers spit facts.
2 min read

 


 
Thanks for your feedback!
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Trending Now


1.Valerie Bertinelli
2.Shannen Doherty
3.Donald Trump
4.Jimmy Kimmel
5.Taiwan Earthquake

6.Prince Harry
7.Kate Middleton
8.Tropicana Las Vegas
9.Russia-Ukraine War
10.Vontae Davis
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Weather

Ashburn
View your LocationsRemove from favorite locations
Detect my location










Please enable location service for your browser	Enter City or Zipcode


	


TodayCloudy with a high of 59 °F (15 °C) and a 73% chance of precipitation. Winds variable at 4 to 16 mph (6.4 to 25.7 kph).59°39°

ThuShowers today with a high of 57 °F (13.9 °C) and a low of 38 °F (3.3 °C). There is a 40% chance of precipitation.57°38°

FriMostly cloudy today with a high of 52 °F (11.1 °C) and a low of 35 °F (1.7 °C).52°35°

SatPartly cloudy today with a high of 54 °F (12.2 °C) and a low of 37 °F (2.8 °C).54°37°


See more[image: AccuWeather]
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Mahjongg Solitaire
Play game
Provided by Masque Publishing
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Daily Horoscope

Change your horoscope signAquarius
Aries
Cancer
Capricorn
Gemini
Leo
Libra
Pisces
Sagittarius
Scorpio
Taurus
Virgo









April 3 -You're not always one for making big plans, but on a day like today, you really need to move ahead in a way that can't be handled by your pants seat. Sit down and write it all out. 
See more
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